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COMSC 1351.A – Object Oriented Programming 


Assignment 2 
January 30, 2015 


Instructor: Xusheng Wang 
Submissions: 


1. Create a zip file on your C++ project folder that includes your project file, source code files, and 


executable file, and email me the zip file (at [email protected]) 


2. This assignment is due at 5:00pm on Wednesday, February 11, 2015 


Requirements: 


 You will use inheritance and composition to define and implement the studentType class.  


 The studentType still has 5 data members: SID, name, birthdate, grade, and fullTime. 


SID, grade and fullTime are still in the long, double and bool data types. But name has a 


data type in nameType, and birthdate has a data type in dateType. Moreover, SID, name, 


and birthdate have been defined in the personType class. So the studentType class can be 


derived from the personType class. 


 Now I have defined and implemented the nameType class and the dateType class. I have also 


defined the personType class in the personType.h file, and the studentType class (that is 


derived from the personType class) in the studentType.h file.  


 You are required to implement the personType class in the personType.cpp file, and the 


studentType class in the studentType.cpp file. 


 I have also written a class test program in myMain.cpp, in which I have created two 


studentType objects, s1 and s2, and called the .print() method to print their five data 


members to the console window. 


 You are required to change s2's name to "David Freeman", birth-date to 02/29/1998, and 


full- time to true, and then call the .print() method to print the five data members in s2 


again. 


 You are also required to create another studentType object s3 by using the constructor 


studentType(long, char [], char [], int, int, int, double, bool). All 


parameters can be found in the snapshot. Then you use cout statements to print its five date 


members in the same format as that printed by the .print() method. You are not allowed to 


call the .print() method to print the five data members on s3. 


 The following source code files are provided in a zip file on the Blackboard. You can download and 
use them to finish your Assignment 2.  
nameType.h, nameType.cpp, dateType.h, dateType.cpp, personType.h, 


personType.cpp (unfinished), studentType.h, studentType.cpp (unfinished), 


and myMain.cpp (unfinished). 


 The following is the output generated by myMain.cpp. Your program should generate the same 


output as below. 
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